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Copier Questions

1. Do we have to send in a sealed bid?
No.  The bid may be delivered solely via email given all necessary documents have been digitally
signed.

2. Some manufacturers have models that are close to the same page per minute (ppm) copy and
printing rate.  Would that be OK to include in the bid?
This would be fine given the device meets or exceeds the minimum ppm listed in the bid.

3. Can you tell us which companies you are currently under contract with?
Canon City Schools currently has a lease in place for copiers with All Copy Products and a separate
lease in place with Gobin’s.

4. What do we need to do to perform a site visit?
Just notify Shaun Kohl of the date you would like to make your visit so he can notify the schools. When
the time comes, no need to contact anyone at the district. Just show up with the building maps
provided by Shaun.  Once you have completed your visit, contact Shaun with any questions you may
have.

5. Can we use another monitoring system other than FMAudit to monitor and manage the printers
and copiers?
Yes.

6. Do all copiers need 11”X17” paper trays / printing?
We currently have 11”X17” capabilities on all the copiers.  Schools tend to like to print small “poster”
sized documents at times as well as sometimes print 8 ½” X 11” booklets which 11”X17” printing would
be needed.

7. With the current bid specifications for copiers, the minimum states 45 pages per minute.  Some
of your existing copiers run at a rate less than 45 ppm.  Do we need to upgrade copiers to be
able to print / copy at a minimum of 45 pages per minute?
Yes.  We would want the minimum to be 45 ppm for all copiers with this new lease agreement.

8. The bid states that all copiers must include finisher capabilities.  The existing copiers listed all
have external finishers installed.  If a newer copier has finishing capabilities within the main
copier system without an external finisher, can we bid the copier with the internal finishing
capabilities instead?
For the sake of the bid and to be able to fairly review, we do recommend that the bid be compiled using
external finishers for the sake of the bid itself. After the bid has been awarded, and if the copiers
provide the opportunity to include the finishing options to be internal to the main copier system, we can
then discuss, after the bid, which copiers would benefit and be able to save additional costs.

9.



Printer Questions
1. With the current bid specifications for printers, the minimum states 30 pages per minute.  If,

during the site visits, the vendor sees a printer that is under utilized, could they bid a printer
that prints less than 30 ppm if it would still fit the needs of staff and students?
For the sake of the bid, please provide pricing for all printers to include the minimum specification of 30
ppm.  If there is an opportunity to save costs, not that in the bid as a separate cost savings and note it
as a recommendation by the vendor to save some costs. Please do not include those opportunities in
the overall cost of the bid simply so that the district may be able to compare and contrast all bids
equally.

2. Are users currently able to print to copiers and printers directly from Chromebooks if network
outages occur or would this be a new feature?
Currently, Chromebooks can only print to the devices if they are connected to the network.  We don't
have an option if and when the network does go offline. We do restrict students from printing to copiers
and some printers so, if there was a way to print directly to a device, we would need to ensure the
same restrictions would be in place.  However, we would definitely be interested to see how this works.

3. Can the district provide average monthly volume information for black and white and color
printers individually?
Below are the AMV totals for each color printer.

Printer Location Map # Total AMV
B/W

Total
AMV
Color

ACCESS ECHO Wrk
Rm

ACCESS Center P1 168 968

ACCESS StarPoint ACCESS Center P6 171 492

ADMIN Acct Administration Building P8 1206 1163

ADMIN Supt Administration Building P9 878 1233

CCHS Art Canon City High School P10 517 1364

CCHS Counselor Canon City High School P11 559 1412

CCHS Lab 104 Canon City High School P13 343 1148

CCHS Rm 118 Canon City High School P16 646 617

CCHS Library Work
Rm

Canon City High School P18 446 689

CCHS Office Canon City High School P26 162 324

CCMS Library Canon City Middle School P33 1046 1109

CCMS Office Canon City Middle School P32 590 1410

CES Elem Lab Canon Exploratory School P40 306 1831



CES Work Room Canon Exploratory School P42 167 925

HARR Elem Lab Harrison K-8 School P48 97 480

HARR Library Harrison K-8 School P54 342 2009

HARR MS Lab Harrison K-8 School P56 241 1447

HARR Office Harrison K-8 School P46 191 918

HARR Office - Princ Harrison K-8 School P45 163 377

LINC Elem Lab Lincoln School of Science
& Tech

P61 157 1001

LINC Office Lincoln School of Science
& Tech

P64 508 748

MCKI Elem Lab McKinley Elementary
School

P67 325 1267

MCKI Office McKinley Elementary
School

P70 370 1587

WAMA Office Warehouse and
Maintenance Building

P79 597 2491

WASH Computer
Room

Washington Elementary P74 331 1548

WASH Office Washington Elementary P72 28 113

Printer Location Map # Total AMV
B/W

Total AVM
Color

ADMIN IT Administration Building P7 180 343

CCHS Lab 402
(CADD Lab)

Canon City High School P28 42 183

Printer Location Map # Total AMV
B/W

Total AVM
Color

CCHS Lab 102
(Graphics Arts Lab)

Canon City High School P29 692 3043

4.

Other Questions
1. With the faxing options, are you looking for a fax server or cloud based faxing solution?



We are interested in both options.  With the district moving more to cloud based computing, a cloud
based solution where the district would not need to provide internal equipment would be ideal.
However, anything that would be more efficient and save costs to the district would be considered.

2. With your current faxing configurations, are you using analog phone lines to your copiers for
the faxing capabilities?
Yes and no.  We currently have analog lines that are then converted to a digital signal using
analog-to-digital converters.  The lines themselves are then provided through our district VoIP system
via a SIP connection.  We don’t use any straight 1FB analog lines for any faxing capabilities.

3. What kind of proxy cards does the district use to scan users into the existing copiers?
We currently use HID Px 8L cards.  Because the cards are used for various functions in the district, we
prefer to maintain the use of the existing cards.

4. With the proxy card scanners, are you looking for scanners that are integrated into the copiers
or can they be external proxy card scanners that connect to the copier via USB?
The district has no preference as long as the scanners perform effectively.  The one aspect with
external scanners is that they must be adequately secured to the copier so they don’t fall or dangle
from the machine and all cabling is neatly and securely fastened.

5. If there are any other areas where a vendor can reduce costs that is not specified in the bid, can
they do so?
For the sake of the bid, please provide your bid based on the minimum specifications listed.  If you
have any recommendations to save some costs, please list those separately and do not include those
items in the overall total price of the bid.  The district desires to have all vendors bid specifically to what
has been specified so as to make an apples-to-apples comparison among all vendors and to be able to
fairly award the bid.  The review committee will be interested and will take into consideration all
recommendations to save costs as part of the bid as well but will not be exclusive to awarding the bid to
a particular vendor.

6. How many DID’s and Ports do you currently have for analog faxing?
We have 13 total DID's / lines being used for faxing. 12 lines are used on existing copiers and one line
is used for a stand alone fax machine at Harrison K-8.

7. What is the estimated volume of faxes they have for inbound and also outbound per month?
Unfortunately, we don't have data that will breakdown inbound vs. outbound faxes.  However, below is a
total average volume in pages per copier per month. The average number of transactions are typically
around 5 fax instances per month on average with a high of around 10 transactions with higher page
counts taking place, typically at the start of the school year (September / October).  All numbers below
are an average over 8 months starting in Sept. 2020 thru Apr. 2021.

Administration Building = 66 avg. pages per month
ACCESS Center (ECHO Office) = 15 avg. ppm
ACCESS Center (Choice Points) = 3 avg. ppm
Canon City High School Counselor Office = 5 avg. ppm
Canon City High School Office = 35 avg. ppm
Canon City Middle School Work Room = 20 avg. ppm
Canon Exploratory School Work Room = 45 avg. ppm
Harrison K-8 Office = 45 avg. ppm
Lincoln School of Science and Tech = 27 avg. ppm



McKinley Elementary = 1 avg. ppm
Warehouse / Maintenance Building = 2 avg. ppm
Washington Elementary Work Room = 90 avg. ppm

8. Do you want the incoming faxes to route to a specific email or print out at the device?
As with physical security concerns, it would be better to route the fax to a specific email rather than
print to the device.  However, concerns around sending to an individual person's email in the event they
are away from the district could be a problem.  We would like to hear how routing faxes to email works
best to ensure end recipients can still receive their faxes in a timely manner taking into consideration
staff who manage the faxes are out of the office.

9. How do you want to see the ongoing maintenance pricing for PaperCut?
We would prefer to transfer the ongoing maintenance pricing to the awarded vendor of the bid.  We feel
that this would allow us to work with the vendor directly for any PaperCut needs and questions.

10. With the updated information you posted in question #7 regarding the number of fax
transactions per month, and with those counts being so low, does the district still want vendors
to bid out a faxing solution (fax server or cloud faxing solution)?
After seeing the low volume of faxes from researching this info due to the question that was asked,
please include costs for a faxing card for each copier as specified in the bid based on those copier
devices that currently have faxing cards installed. We do realize that the volume of faxes over the one
year period is rather low but could also be an anomaly due to the COVID pandemic.  We are still
interested in seeing what the differences in cost would be for simply installing fax cards into the
individual copiers vs. what a faxing solution would cost so please include both in the bid and clearly
outline those costs specifically so that comparisons of costs can easily be determined by the bid review
committee.

11. Can a vendor submit a hard copy of the bid if they wish to do so?
Yes.  If a vendor would like to deliver a hard copy of the bid, that would be fine.  Please note that the
delivery of a hard copy won’t be a determining factor on evaluating the bid by the bid review committee.

12.


